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ABSTRACT: Molecular functions of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) or
intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs), such as molecular recognition and cellular
signaling, are ascribed to dynamic changes in the conformational space in
response to binding of target molecules. Sortase, a transpeptitase in Gram-
positive bacteria, has an IDR in a loop which undergoes a disordered-to-ordered
transition (called “disordered loop”), accompanying a tilt of another loop
(“dynamic loop”), upon binding of a signal peptide and a calcium ion. In this
study, all-atom conformational ensembles of sortase were calculated for the four
different binding states (with/without the peptide and with/without a calcium
ion) by the multiscale enhanced sampling (MSES) simulation to examine how
the binding of the peptide and/or calcium influences the conformational ensemble. The MSES is a multiscale and multicopy
simulation method that allows an enhanced sampling of the all-atom model of large proteins including explicit solvent. A 100 ns
MSES simulation of the ligand-free sortase using 20 replicas (in total 2 μs) demonstrated large flexibility in both the disordered
and dynamic loops; however, their distributions were not random but had a clear preference which populates the N-terminal part
of the disordered loop near the bound form. The MSES simulations of the three binding states clarified the allosteric mechanism
of sortase: the N- and C-terminal parts of the disordered loop undergo a disorder-to-order transition independently of each other
upon binding of the peptide and a calcium ion, respectively; however, upon binding of both ligands, the two parts work
cooperatively to stabilize the bound peptide.

■ INTRODUCTION
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are a class of proteins
which are biologically functional but lack in well-defined
structures in contrast to the conventional “structure−function
paradigm”.1−5 Low hydrophobicity of the amino acids
composition results in the “intrinsic disorder” of IDPs or
intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) in folded proteins.3,6

Such flexibility is considered to facilitate conformational
adaptability depending on various binding partners (such as
ligands and receptor proteins) via so-called “coupled folding
and binding” or “fly casting”,7,8 yielding the associated functions
of IDPs/IDRs, such as molecular recognition and cellular
signaling. Since molecular recognition may be determined by
subtle atomic interactions, it is necessary to understand the
molecular mechanism of the allosteric regulation of IDPs/IDRs
on the basis of the conformational ensembles of a complete set
of binding states at all-atom resolution under physiological
condition, which allows the dynamic changes of the free-energy
landscape via bindings of the target molecules to be fully
described.
The conformational ensemble of IDPs/IDRs has been

studied by various experimental methods,3,9 such as spectro-
scopic techniques (nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),10

electron paramagnetic resonance,11 and circular dichroism),12

atomic force microscopy,13 Förster resonance energy trans-

fer,14,15 and small-angle X-ray scattering.16 Combined with
these experimental methods, two classes of computer
simulations have also been successfully utilized to construct
high-resolution structural models. The first class aims at
modeling a few representative structures so as to reproduce
the associated experimental results.17−20 Although such
structural modeling has clarified how the disordered regions
are flexible, the structural models were limited to a small
number and thus not sufficient to describe the coupling
between binding of a target molecule and local folding of the
disordered region. The other class of the simulations for IDPs/
IDRs uses enhanced sampling simulations, such as generalized
ensemble methods,21−23 which generate broad ranges of
structures that are not trapped by local potential minima.
However, due to the poor scalability of conventional enhanced
sampling methods, the simulation system sizes were limited to
those of small peptides, such as amyloid-β,24 histone tails,25 a
neural restrictive silencer factor,26 and the N-terminal domain
of tumor repressor p53.27 To alleviate the scalability problem,
various techniques, such as using the implicit solvent model,8

restricting the conformational space by restraining the target
protein,26 or fixing a part of the disordered region28 and using a
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coarse-grained model27 or simplified force field,29 have been
adopted.
In the present study, we propose a full conformational

sampling of a protein with an IDR at atomic resolution with
explicit solvent using the multiscale enhanced sampling
(MSES) simulation.30 The MSES consists of a combination
of two systems: an all-atom system containing a protein
molecule and surrounding solvents (MM) and a coarse-grained
system (CG), described by Hamiltonian H, given as

= + + θ −H H H k r r[ ( ) ]MM CG MMCG MM CG
2

(1)

where HMM and HCG are the Hamiltonians for MM and CG,
respectively, and the number of degrees of freedom in CG, M,
is considered to be much smaller than that in MM (N; where N
≫ M). The CG model can be arbitrarily chosen according to
prior knowledge or experimental information. In this study, the
CG model may represent the disordered region undergoing the
disorder-to-order transition using only a small number of
degrees of freedom, i.e., Cα atoms in this study. The last term in
eq 1 defines the coupling between the MM and CG coordinates
(rMM and rCG, respectively) with force constant kMMCG for
driving the MM system by the accelerated dynamics of the CG
system, where the M-dimensional vector θ(rMM) is a projection
of rMM onto the CG space. When the CG model is coupled
with only a limited number of degrees of freedom in the MM
model, e.g., the disordered region in the present study, the
enhancement of sampling in the MM model mostly occurs in
the corresponding part of the MM model, or the disordered
region, while the other part moves in the same manner as the
standard MD simulation since the coupling with the other part
does not exist.
The ultimate goal of the simulation is to derive the free

energy surface (FES) solely from HMM without any bias due to
the coupling with CG. It is therefore necessary to eliminate the
influence from the coupling or to extrapolate the system to the
coupled Hamiltonian with kMMCG = 0. For this purpose, the
Hamiltonian replica exchange method was adopted in which
many replicated systems are assigned by different kMMCG values
ranging from a large value to zero.31 The exchange probability
between replicas m and n satisfying the detailed balance
condition is given by

= Δp min(1, exp( ))mn mn (2)
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where β is inverse temperature. Equation 3 indicates that the
exchange probability is determined by the difference between
θ(rMM) and rCG, both of which are defined in a small dimension
relating to the CG model (i.e., M). Because M≪ N, Δmn can be
kept small enough to give a high exchange probability pmn
irrespective of the size of the system, N. This condition
guarantees excellent scalability superior to that of the
conventional temperature replica exchange method, where the
difference in the potential energy of MM of the neighboring
replicas (scaling up with N2) determines the exchange
probability, Δmn. In our previous study, MSES simulation was
applied to the folding dynamics of a miniprotein, chignolin.30

Simulation of the fully solvated system using the same number

of replicas as the implicit solvent simulation demonstrated
significantly improved scalability.
In the present study, MSES was applied to conformational

sampling of a folded protein with an IDR, sortase, which is a
member of the IDPs/IDRs database, DISPROT.32 Sortase is a
transpeptidase in Gram-positive bacteria and cleaves a C-
terminal sorting signal of surface proteins at a conserved
LPXTG motif with the help of a calcium ion, leading to
anchoring of the bacteria to the cell wall peptideglycan.33 NMR
solution structures with and without a signal peptide (LPAT)34

revealed the existence of a disordered loop in the unbound state
that undergoes a disorder-to-order transition upon a peptide
and a calcium ion bindings together with a large tilt of another
loop (named dynamic loop) (Figure 1). It was reported that

binding of a calcium ion functions as an allosteric regulator,
increasing the enzyme activity by eight times.35 In the present
study, a large-scale all-atom conformational sampling of the
disordered loop was conducted in the ligand-free form as well
as the three binding states (peptide, calcium ion, and both).
Through the disorder-to-order transitions between the ligand-
free form and each of the three binding states observed in the
four simulations, we tried to elucidate the influence of binding
of the peptide and/or a calcium ion to the free-energy
landscape of sortase, particularly focusing on the allosteric
effects of a calcium ion on the peptide binding.

■ RESULTS
Disordered and Dynamic Loops Undergo Structural

Change via Substrate Binding. Comparison of the NMR
models in the ligand-unbound and the ligand-bound forms
(Figure 1) shows the existence of a remarkably flexible loop and
a substrate-induced conformational change in the two loop
regions, while the β-sheet-rich rigid domain is relatively
stable.34 To clarify these features, the 24 residues comprising
the four β-sheets (residues 74−78, 83−87, 141−146, and 149−
156) were designated as “rigid domain”, since the average root-

Figure 1. (left) NMR solution structures of the unbound (gray: 1IJA)
and bound (dark yellow: 2KID) sortase. The disordered and dynamic
loops are colored by magenta/red and cyan/blue for the unbound/
bound forms, respectively. The bound peptide and calcium ion are also
shown by green and yellow. (right) Close-up views of the residues
forming the peptide binding pocket (Pro163, Val168, Leu169/Arg197,
and His120/Cyc184) and those binding to a calcium ion (Glu105/
Glu108 and Glu171).
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mean-square deviation (RMSD) for Cα atoms of the rigid
domain between the 20 bound and 25 unbound NMR models
in the PDB entry 1IJA36 is only 0.66 Å. Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information shows the RMSD values obtained with
the bound and unbound NMR models after fitting them to the
rigid domain, indicating large conformational changes in
residues 159−177 (“disordered loop”, corresponding to the
disordered region defined in DISPROT) and residues 182−198
(“dynamic loop”). The structural changes in the loops were
thus evaluated as the relative position to the rigid domain or by
superimposing the rigid domain, i.e., the RMSD values include
the contributions from the external translation and rotation of
the loops.
MSES Simulation. The MSES simulation of the ligand-free

sortase in explicit solvents (the MM system contains
approximately 35 000 atoms) was performed for 100 ns using
20 replicas (total simulation time: 2 μs) for enhancing the
sampling of the disordered and dynamic loops. This aims at
identifying the distribution of the flexible disordered loop and
the dynamical correlation that realizes the allosteric influence
on the disordered and dynamic loops.
The energy distribution of the coupling term (the third term

on the right-hand side of eq 1 determining exchange
probability) showed significant overlaps of the probability
distributions of neighboring replicas (Figure S2A in the
Supporting Information). This guarantees high exchange
probability (see eq 2) or a successful Hamiltonian exchange
simulation; the average acceptance ratio of the exchange
resulted in 0.17. The unbiased MM ensemble (kMMCG = 0)
showed that the rigid domain was stable (Cα RMSD for the
rigid domain was 1.4 Å) (Figure S2B in the Supporting
Information) and that the disordered and dynamic loops
fluctuated largely (Figures S2C and D in the Supporting
Information), indicating that the sampling achieved large
enhancement; Cα RMSD from the NMR-bound form extended
over the ranges of 2−10 Å (the disordered loop) and 1−15 Å
(the dynamic loop). The convergence of the distribution was
confirmed by comparison of the distributions calculated by the
first half and the second half of the trajectory (Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information).
The FES along the reaction coordinate linearly connecting

the bound and unbound structures (dBU = 0 and 1 for the
bound and unbound states, respectively; Figure 2) illustrates
the sampling process used in the MSES simulations. The
potential energy of the CG model used here was a mixture of
two harmonic potentials around the unbound and bound
structures, respectively, with a high mixing temperature, β−1 in
eq 4 (see Methods Section for details). Using a high mixing
temperature erased the trace of the potentials of the bound and
unbound states and made frequent back and forth motions
between the two structures, as seen in the FES of the
simulation using only the CG potential, or the single peaked
distribution between the unbound and bound structures. This,
together with relatively small force constants for the two
harmonic potentials for the bound and unbound structures,
allows the CG model to cover a wide range including both
structures, with having almost no influence from the choices of
the associated reference structures. The strong coupling with
the CG model (a large value of kMMCG) drives the MM model
to sample the conformational space, which is closely similar to
that of the CG model. Decreasing the coupling constant kMMCG
or changing the potential to the intrinsic MM force field derives
flat distribution of the structural ensemble covering both the

unbound and bound structures and extending further beyond
the unbound structure, which may represent the real feature of
disorder. Hamiltonian replica exchange with gradually decreas-
ing kMMCG will relax the VCG bias, eliminating the dependences
of the function of VCG and the choices of the reference
structures for the CG force field.
In addition to the free state, the MSES simulations were also

applied to the three bound states, namely, with the signal
peptide (designated as “peptide”), a calcium ion (“calcium”),
and both the signal peptide and a calcium ion (“pept + Ca”),
respectively, for 50 ns each. Since the dynamic loop has to be in
the tilted bound form to accommodate the peptide, the MSES
simulations of the peptide bound states used the restraints
between MM and CG for the disordered loop only, namely, not
for the dynamic loop, and the initial MM structure of the
dynamic loop were set in the bound form. This condition made
it possible to decrease the number of replicas to 12. Total
simulation time was thus 0.6 × 3 μs. High exchange rates of
replicas were also confirmed through the overlaps of the
probability distributions of the coupling energy between
neighboring replicas; the average acceptance ratios of the
exchange were 0.16, 0.14, and 0.15 for the peptide, calcium, and
pept + Ca states, respectively.
Ensembles of peptide and pept + Ca are shown in Figure

2B,C. These simulations used the same CG potential as that
used in the simulation in the free state; however, they differ in
terms of the existence of the bound peptide and calcium ion in
the MM systems. This difference derived much narrower
distributions than the free state, but the simulation of the
peptide state could not achieve the distribution corresponding
to the NMR bound structures (Figure 2B). Instead, an addition
of the calcium ion bound was found to induce the perfect
bound state (Figure 2C). This role of the allosteric effector of
the calcium ion will be discussed below in more detail.

Figure 2. Probability distributions along the reaction coordinate, dBU,
obtained in the MSES simulations of (A) free, (B) peptide, and (C)
pept + Ca states; shown are the distributions for three values of kMMCG
(in units of kcal/mol/Å2) and those of the CG model used together
with those of the CG models of the bound and unbound structures.
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Disordered Loop Is Flexible in the Free State. In Figure
3A, the energy landscape observed in the one-dimensional

reaction coordinate in Figure 2 is extended to the two-
dimensional space spanned by the two RMSD values for the
disordered and dynamic loops, respectively, from the bound
structure. It was confirmed that the choice of the reaction
coordinate did not affect the overall view of the landscape. The
conformational ensemble obtained by the MSES simulation
contains the ensemble of the NMR unbound structures and
extends over a much larger conformational space, but it does
not attain the NMR bound structures. The root-mean-square
fluctuation (RMSF) of the Cα atoms in the disordered loop is
3.9 Å, much larger than the RMSF value, 2.1 Å, observed in the
NMR models (1IJA).34 The snapshot structures in the
simulation are given in Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information. The conventional equilibrium MD simulations
of the free state on the same time scale (100 ns), starting from
either the unbound structure or the bound structure, did not
converge to a single ensemble but stayed at separate local areas
(Figure 3B,C, respectively). In the simulation started from the
bound structure (Figure 3B), the disordered loop largely
deviated from the initial bound structure, though the dynamic

loop almost maintained its bound form. This result may be due
to the flexibility of the disordered loop as well as the charge
repulsion of three glutamic acids at the calcium binding site
because the ligands were removed in the simulation (see below
for more detail). The simulation started from the unbound
structure (Figure 3C) could not reach the bound structure,
favoring the entropic contributions from the flexible loops.
These equilibrium MD results demonstrate the necessity of the
MSES to achieve a broad conformational sampling in sortase.
Hereafter, the dynamic correlation between the disordered

and the dynamic loops in the free state is investigated. The
correlation coefficient between the two RMSD values in Figure
3A is 0.40, although no correlation was imposed on the CG
model. This significant correlation was originated from a large
population close to the bound structure, i.e., the area of 2−5
and 1−6 Å RMSD for disordered and dynamic loops,
respectively. Figure S5 in the Supporting Information shows
more clearly that the disordered loop is likely to be close to the
bound form when the dynamic loop is also close to the bound
form, while it shows little correlation when the dynamic loop is
far from the bound form. This large population, or high
correlation between the disordered and dynamic loops around
the bound form, was originated from the interactions between
Pro163 in the disordered loop and Arg197 in the dynamic loop
(see Figure 1), which occurred when the dynamic loop
approached the bound form and eventually produced the
peptide binding pocket in the bound structure. This feature was
also seen in the highly positive motional correlation between
the N-terminal residues 159−165 in the disordered and the
dynamic loops. It suggests that the two parts moved together
(see the residue-level correlation map in Figure 4), although the

other part in the disordered loop (C-terminal residues 166−
177) had negative correlation, indicating the two loops’
association and dissociation motions. This result indicates
that, in the case of sortase, the disordered state is not fully
disordered; instead, it has a significant propensity staying near
the bound form at the N-terminal part as if it is ready to bind
ligand molecules.

Dynamic Loop Moves as a Rigid Body. During the
MSES simulation, the dynamic loop was found to move almost
as a rigid body (Figure S6 in the Supporting Information); Cα

RMSD of the loop from the bound structure is <2.5 Å (Figure

Figure 3. (A) Two-dimensional FESs along the Cα RMSDs of both
the disordered and dynamic loops from the bound structure, calculated
from the MSES simulation of the free state. The NMR bound and
unbound structures and the two reference structures for the CG force
field are depicted on the surface by red, green, and cyan dots,
respectively. Those from the equilibrium MD simulations starting at
(B) the bound NMR structure (but with the bound peptide and Ca2+

removed) and (C) the unbound NMR structure are also shown.

Figure 4. Dynamic correlation map of sortase Cα atoms, calculated
from the MSES simulation of the free state.
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S2E in the Supporting Information). This rigidity comes from
the hydrogen bonds forming a β-sheet (drawn in Figure S6 in
the Supporting Information). Figure S6A in the Supporting
Information shows that the loop region is also very rigid, with
the local Cα RMSD being <0.8 Å. The dynamic loop therefore
moves as a rigid body upon the peptide binding. This behavior
is completely different from that of the disordered loop.
Disorder-to-Order Transition upon Ligand Binding.

The disorder-to-order transition of the disordered loop upon
binding of the signal peptide and/or the calcium ion is then
discussed. The transition can be observed in the Cα RMSF
values of the disordered loop; the fluctuations were significantly
suppressed upon binding from 3.9 to 2.0, 1.8, and 1.6 Å for
calcium, peptide, and pept + Ca states, respectively. The
snapshots from these simulations demonstrate these ordering
transitions (Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). This
ordering transition from the free state to the peptide or the
pept + Ca state has already been observed, see Figure 2, which
shows that binding of the peptide was not sufficient for the
disordered loop to form the stable bound structure and that the
additional binding of a calcium ion was needed.
To characterize the role of calcium binding in the ordering

transition of the disordered loop at the local atomic interaction
level, the two-dimensional FES describing the formation of the
peptide and the calcium binding pockets was calculated as a
function of two distances: first, the Cα distance between Pro163
and Arg197, indicating the formation of the peptide binding site
(designated as dpeptide), and, second, the distance between the
side-chain Cδ atoms of Glu171 and Glu105 or Glu171 and
Glu108 as an indicator of the calcium-binding site (the smaller
value of the two distances was designated as dca).

35 Figure 5A
shows a broad FES for the free state, which also covers most of
the NMR models in the unbound form, while this is apart from
the distribution of the NMR bound structures, as is also in
Figure 3A. The dominant distribution of dpeptide being
approximately 6 Å corresponds to the distributions around a
small RMSD for the disordered loop (see Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information), indicating the formation of the
interactions between Pro163 and Arg197. Once the signal
peptide binds to sortase (the peptide state; Figure 5B), the FES
converges to a single basin with small values of dpeptide
corresponding to the bound form. However, this basin is
located in the area of large dca values, even larger than the lower
limit in the free state (Figure 5A). Lower values of dca were
obtained only with finite values of kMMCG or in the CG-biased
replicas. This result clearly shows that the peptide binding does
not induce the formation of the pocket for a calcium ion.
Incidentally, the crystal structures of the free state (PDB: 1T2P
(chains A, B, and C) and 1T2W (chains B and C)) and the
peptide state (with no calcium ion; 1T2W (chain A)) show
similar trends: a decrease in dpeptide from 7.0 to 7.2 Å in the free
state to 6.6 Å in the peptide state, while dca did not show a
definite trend from 14.1−17.7 to 17.3 Å.30 When looking at the
calcium state in Figure 5C, we found that the two distributions
of dpeptide in the free and the calcium sates cover almost the
same region, though the calcium state extended the lower limit
of dpeptide to approximately 5 Å. This means that the induction
of the formation of the peptide binding pocket by calcium
binding is limited to a small range. In summary, binding of a
single ligand, either the peptide or a calcium ion, appears not to
confine the conformational region to favor binding of the other
ligand. However, when comparing peptide with pept + Ca, we
observed a shift of the distribution to the lower value of dpeptide

when a calcium ion binds. This clearly indicates an allosteric
effect of the calcium binding to the peptide binding, which is in
good agreement with experimental data that shows a calcium
ion increases peptide binding affinity by eight times.35

The atomic details of the allosteric effect of calcium binding
can be seen in the comparison of the disordered loop between
peptide and pept + Ca. Figure 6 shows that the binding of
Glu171 to the calcium ion caused a partial folding of a 310-helix
in the disordered loop (residues 166−168 according to DSSP
(Define Secondary Structure of Proteins)),38 making the
methyl groups of Leu in the peptide form a tighter hydrophobic
binding to the disordered loop. In addition, the calcium binding
caused the shift of the C-terminal of the loop in the direction of
the peptide, and this motion in turn made Val168 participate in
the peptide binding; the distance between the Cβ atom of
Val168 in the disordered loop and the Cα atom of Leu in the
peptide decreased from 7.5 ± 0.8 to 5.5 ± 0.7 Å. In a mutation
study,39 these two residues were shown to be important factors
in the enzymatic activity.
As shown in the dynamic correlation (Figure 4), the

disordered loop can be divided into N-terminal (159−165)

Figure 5. (A) Free energy profiles along dpeptide (Cα distance between
Pro163 and Arg197; see Figure 1) and dca (minimum value of two
distances of side-chain Cδ atoms, one between Glu171 and Glu105 and
the other between Glu171 and Glu108) are shown from the MSES
simulations of sortase for the free and peptide states. The NMR bound
and unbound structures and the two reference structures for the CG
force field are depicted on the surface by red, green, and cyan dots,
respectively. Those of the replicas with the finite kMMCG values are
shown in gray. (B) Probability distributions along dpeptide for free,
peptide, calcium, and pept + Ca states.
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and C-terminal (166−177) parts. The N-terminal part moves
together with the dynamic loop to form the peptide binding site
even in the free state (also see Figure 3), and it makes
hydrophobic interactions with the peptide upon binding. It is
also noticed that the distribution of the free state (Figure 5A)
covers the bound form of the NMR structure with regard to the
peptide binding site, or dpeptide. Therefore, the distribution and
the correlation in motion together indicate that the peptide
binding process can be explained by the population-shift
model.40 On the other hand, the C-terminal part maintains its
flexibility even after the peptide binds and requires the calcium
binding to form the ligand bound structure by neutralizing the
charge repulsions between the negative charges of the side
chains of Glu171 and Glu105/108. This may be classified as the
induced-fit model.41 These findings are consistent with the
previous coarse-grained simulation result, which shows that
stronger and longer-ranged interaction favors the induced-fit
model, while weaker and short-ranged interactions lead to the
population-shift model.42 These observations indicate that the
disordered loop consists of two parts, the N- and C-terminal,
which undergo the disorder-to-order transition independently
of each other upon binding of one of the ligands and work
cooperatively to stabilize the bound peptide when the two
ligands bind.
Finally, the side-chain packing between the disordered loop

and the peptide, which was not included in the Cα-level CG
model, is examined on the basis of the nuclear Overhauser
effect (NOE) data of the NMR experiment.35 Table 1 compares
the simulated distances averaged by the weight of r−6 for pept +
Ca and peptide states with the experimental data.35 In the
peptide state, the number of distances satisfying the NMR
experimental data for the bound state is only seven. This
number increases to 12 in the pept + Ca state. The number of
distances which show decreases upon binding of calcium
amounts to 14. The agreement with the experimental data
indicates that the MSES simulation predicted sufficiently
reliable side-chain conformations at the peptide binding site.

■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
Conformational sampling of sortase, a folded protein having an
intrinsically disordered region, in the four binding states with
the signal peptide and/or a calcium ion bound/unbound
clarified the mechanism of the disorder-to-order transition at
atomistic resolution. Ligand-free sortase was shown to have
large flexibility in both disordered and dynamic loops, but these

loops are not fully random; the N-terminal part (residues 159−
165, including the peptide binding site) moves in correlation
with the dynamic loop due to the interactions between Pro163
and Arg197, while the C-terminal part of the disordered loop
(residues 166−177, where the calcium ion binds) has negative
correlation to the dynamic loop. The binding of the peptide
and/or a calcium ion drastically narrows the distribution of the
disordered loop relative to that in free state, inducing the
disorder-to-order transition as well as the side-chain packing
between the peptide and the disordered loop. The N-terminal
part moves together with the dynamic loop to form the peptide
binding site even in free state, suggesting the population shift-
like behavior,40 while the C-terminal part requires calcium
binding to neutralize the electrostatic interactions and to form
the ligand bound structure, reminding us of the induced-fit
model.41 Each of the peptide and the calcium ion was found not
to induce the formation of the binding site for the other ligand;
the distribution of the N-terminal of the disordered loop was
only slightly altered by calcium binding and that of the C-
terminal was almost unaffected by binding of the peptide.
However, as shown in the simulation of pept + Ca, the ordered
structure of the N-terminal induced by the peptide binding and
that of the C-terminal induced by a calcium ion appear to work
cooperatively to stabilize the bound peptide. This apparent
cooperativity is originated from the fact that Val168
contributing to the peptide binding is in the C-terminal of
the disordered loop, and its peptide binding structure is formed

Figure 6. Representative structures of the disordered loop and the
bound peptide for the peptide (red) and the pept + Ca (green) states.

Table 1. Experimental and Simulation Hydrogen−Hydrogen
Distances for Peptide Bindinga

hydrogen in
disordered

loop
hydrogen in
peptide

<r>exp
upper
bound

<r>MSES
pept + Ca

<r>MSES
peptide

<r>MSES
pept +
Ca−

peptide

Pro163HA Leu207HD 3.2 2.6 3.30 -0.68
Pro163HA Leu207HB 5.0 3.2 4.79 -1.62
Pro163HA Leu207HG 5.0 2.7 3.53 -0.86
Pro163HB Leu207HD 5.0 4.2 4.03 0.21
Asp165HN Leu207HD 3.4 3.9(3.5) 4.86 -0.99
Asp165HN Leu207HG 3.3 2.3 4.65 -2.40
Val166HA Leu207HD 3.2 4.6 (4.4) 3.27 1.34
Val166HA Leu207HB 3.3 3.9(3.0) 3.60 0.26
Val166HA Leu207HG 2.7 2.0 4.20 -2.21
Val166HN Leu207HD 5.0 4.5 4.07 0.41
Val166HN Leu207HG 3.5 3.9(3.5) 4.84 -0.98
Gly167HN Leu207HD 5.0 5.1 (4.8) 4.61 0.52
Val168HB Leu207HD 3.8 2.9 4.49 1.63
Val168HG Leu207HG 3.2 2.9 4.54 -1.66
Val168HG Leu207HB 5.5 2.6 3.70 -1.08
Val168HG Leu207HD 3.3 3.2 3.44 -0.21
Val168HG Pro208HD 5.5 2.4 5.23 -2.79
Leu168HD Leu207HA 3.3 4.3(4.0) 15.1 -10.76
Leu168HD Pro208HD 3.3 4.3(3.9) 11.2 -6.86
Leu168HD Pro208HG 3.2 3.6(3.3) 12.2 -8.61

aHydrogen−hydrogen distances (in units of Å) between the
disordered loop and the peptide derived from NOE data of the
NMR experiment for the bound structure (<r>exp, ref 34) and from the
MSES simulations for the pept + Ca and the peptide states (<r>MSES);
<r>exp is the upper bound distance derived from the NOE intensity,
and <r>MSES was calculated as the average of 1/r6 over the MSES
trajectory. Bold characters indicate <r>MSES satisfying the experimental
range. Bold characters in the right-most column indicate that the
binding of calcium improved the distance evaluations. The averages of
1/r6 over the smaller half of the distances are shown in parentheses.
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by calcium binding, not by peptide binding. This picture of the
allosteric regulation is different from the conventional
definition. Usually two distant parts of a protein performing
allostery have dynamic correlation with each other, and this
correlation is the fundamental basis to explain the mechanism
of the allostery. On the contrary, in the case of sortase, two
building blocks are formed almost independently by the two
ligands, and dynamic correlation is small; however, the effector
binding results in the formation of an additional binding site for
the ligand. This will result in an experimentally observed
allosteric mechanism of sortase that the bound calcium
increases the affinity of the peptide binding.
These biological implications of the ligand-binding mecha-

nism in sortase were successfully derived by MSES simulation.
This multiscale simulation is based on the coupling of MM with
CG as the driving force. The CG force field as a prior
knowledge, which can be based on experimental data, is a key
of the definition of the low-dimensional “essential” subspace,
which is tuned subsequently via the fine MM force field. Most
importantly, the smallness of the essential subspace guarantees
the scalability in the Hamiltonian exchange. The flexibility of
the CG model or the essential subspace should provide an
optimal reaction coordinate (RC), which may be much superior
to predefined RCs, such as a linear interpolation of the reactant
and the product. In future work we will extend the application
of the MSES simulation to full IDPs using a CG model which
allows a much larger sampling ability.

■ METHODS
Simulation Models. The MSES simulations were per-

formed for the conformational samplings of sortase in explicit
solvent in the free, pept + Ca, calcium, and peptide states. The
starting structure of the free state was taken from Model 1 of
the NMR structure in PDB entry 1IJA (NMR unbound
structure)34 and from Model 1 of the NMR structure in 2KID
(NMR bound structure)35 for the three bound states. In the
two starting structures, the N-terminal 58 residues were not
included in the model, which was reported to be unstructured
and embedded in the membrane and thus irrelevant to the
binding affinity of the peptide.43 The starting structures of the
peptide and calcium states were set by removing the calcium
ion and the peptide, respectively, from the bound structure.
The peptide analogue, LPAT, in the bound structure was
replaced by the corresponding amino acids with capping the
termini by amino and carboxylate groups. Rectangular
simulation boxes were constructed with a margin of 12 Å
from the boundary of the simulation box. The solution systems
of the 4 states contained about 10 000 TIP3P water
molecules44 together with 4 (for the pept + Ca and calcium
states) or 2 (for the peptide and free states) chloride ions to
neutralize the simulation system.
Potential Energy Functions and Kinetic Parameters

for MSES. The Hamiltonian functions, HMM (= VMM + KMM),
HCG (= VCG + KCG), and the coupling term, in eq 1 were
defined as follows: For the all-atom potential energy VMM, the
AMBER ff03 force field was used.45 The CG potential VCG was
prepared by the following three steps: (1) A high-temperature
equilibrium MD at 600 K was performed starting from the
NMR unbound structure; (2) a representative open form of the
disordered loop was chosen from the trajectory (called
“unbound structure”; this choice was shown not to affect the
results); and (3) VCG was constructed on the basis of the
mixed-elastic network model46 connecting the NMR bound

structure and the derived unbound structure by two harmonic
potentials, i.e.,

= −β −β + −β−V V Vln[exp( ) exp( )]CG
1

bound unbound (4)

where Vbound and Vunbound are the potential functions of the Cα

elastic network model around the bound and unbound
structures, respectively, and β−1 was set to be sufficiently high
(0.014 kcal/mol). The force constant and the cutoff length in
the elastic network model were set to 1.8 kcal/mol/Å2 and 11.5
Å, respectively. The coupling term (eq 1 and eq 3) contains
456 pairwise distances between 24 Cα atoms in the rigid body
and 19 Cαs in the disordered loop and 240 distances between
24 Cαs in the rigid body and 10 Cαs in a part of the dynamic
loop (residues 187−196), which constrain MM to be the same
as the CG model in terms of the relative configurations of both
the disordered and the dynamic loops from the rigid domain.
The kinetic term of the CG model, KCG, was determined after
several test calculations as TCG = 600 K, kCG = 2, and mCG =
1000. These values were chosen so that a large inertial force of
the CG model drives the MM model.

Computations. The MSES simulations were performed
using the class library for multicopy and multiscale MD
simulations.47 The MM simulations were performed under
constant temperature and pressure (NPT) condition (T = 300
K and P = 1 atm), using Berendsen’s thermostat and barostat48

with a relaxation time of 1 ps and with the particle mesh Ewald
method49 for electrostatic interactions. The simulation time
step was 2 fs, the extension of which was allowed by
constraining bonds involving hydrogen atoms via the SHAKE
algorithm.50 The positions of the peptide and/or calcium ion
were maintained at the proper binding site of the protein by
distance restraints51 with the potential Vconst

= <

= − ≥

V d d

k d d d d

0

( )

const up

up
2

up (5)

where atomic distance d is bounded by upper bound dup. The
peptide was restrained by all atom pairs between the peptide
and the rigid domain within 4 Å from any atom of the peptide
in the bound structure. Thus, the motion of the disordered loop
did not receive a direct influence from the restraints, but it was
affected by the nonbonded interactions with the peptide. On
the contrary, the calcium ion was required to be restrained by
all atom pairs including the disordered loop. This is because the
simulation time, 50 ns, was not sufficient to form the correct
coordination structure of the calcium ion including many
surrounding side-chains. Thus, the restraints were imposed for
all pairs of atoms within 5 Å from the calcium ion. In this sense,
the calcium and pept + Ca simulations were considered as the
samplings of the disordered loop including the constraint to the
calcium binding site. The parameters used were: k = 0.5 kcal/
mol/Å2 and dup = 5 Å for the peptide and dup = 6 Å for the
calcium ion. The CG simulation was performed by Langevin
dynamics with a friction constant of 5 ps−1. For the MSES
simulation of the free state, 20 replicas were used with kMMCG =
0, 0.0004, 0.002, 0.004, 0.0064, 0.001, 0.014, 0.02, 0.028, 0.038,
0.05, 0.064, 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.22, 0.27, and 0.32 kcal/
mol/Å2. For the other three bound states, 12 replicas were used
with kMMCG = 0, 0.0016, 0.004, 0.007, 0.012, 0.02, 0.03, 0.046,
0.06, 0.08, 0.0106, and 0.14 kcal/mol/Å2. The replica was
exchanged every 50 ps. Total simulation time was 100 ns for
free state and 50 ns for the other three states.
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